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Introduction  : 
Experimenting in textile printing is one of the most important necessities that achieve the objectives of 
this field, The experiment comes in two directions: the first relates to the achievement of innovative 
aspects, the second relates to technical aspects and is indispensable to one side in the construction of 
technical work, as the aesthetic side is not achieved without control of the necessary techniques, and is 
not valuable for the technical aspects without their ability to achieve aesthetic values. In this research, 
the simplest methods and equipment in printing were used to obtain beautiful decorations and colors 
suitable for children while at the same time characterized by uniqueness, excellence and originality. 
This is done by using chlorine-based printing and a different concentration for use in small projects 
that are considered the basic infrastructure in the progress of any society; it is here summed up the 
research problem in answering the following questions How to use: Printing using the simplest tools in 
the work of decorations fun? These decorations in enriching the aesthetic values of children's clothing? 
Research Objectives:  Emphasizes the importance of studying the techniques of printing removable 
as one of the techniques to enrich the aesthetics of children's clothes, Develop knowledge, skills and 
trends for manufacturers of clothing for children,  Raise the level of the product reflected on the 
quality of children's clothing and increases their ability to compete in the local and global markets. 
Reduce the physical value for the decoration is protected by printing in chaponas or embroidery. 
Contribution to the development of small enterprises. Research Methodology: Follow the research 
method descriptive (analytical) and experimental method. Results: Freedom in the design thought as 
well as experimentation with simple tools available in the way of printing by removing the richness of 
the printing, design and production of children's clothing and the possibility of using it as a small 
project. The possibility of using the existing designations in the research and employment as a small 
project for the simplicity of the tools used and reduce its cost in order to eliminate unemployment.  
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